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CHAPTER THREE 

   RUSSIAN FACTOR IN CHINA’S ENERGY POLICY IN CENTRAL ASIA 

 

Russia is a major player in world energy markets, Russia is among the top ten in 

proven oil reserves, is the largest exporter of natural gas, the second largest oil exporter, 

and the third largest energy consumer. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, a sharp 

decline was emerged in production and exports. However, Russian oil exports increased 

from 3.2mbpd in 1993 to 7 million bpd in 2005. Russian crude oil production reached 9.2 

million bbl/d in 2006.50   

Energy exports have been a major driver of Russia’s economic growth over the 

last five years, as Russian oil production has risen strongly and world oil and gas prices 

have been relatively high. This type of growth has made the Russian economy very 

dependent on oil and natural gas exports.  

 

3.1  Priorities of Russian Energy Policy 

 

The main objective of Russian energy policy is to reach a new quality of fuel and 

energy resources, and provide the growth of competitive ability of its production and 

services on the world market. Furthermore, Russia seems to follow a policy that supports 

the expansion of the network of oil and gas pipelines running east and west in order to 

sustain the positive economic growth rates.  

                                                 
50 Energy Information Administration (EIA), Country Analysis Briefs: Russia, ( April 2007), Available at: 
http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/cabs/Russia/Oil.html . 
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Energy exports are critical for the Russian government. Russia’s economic 

growth over the past seven years has been driven primarily by energy exports, given the 

increase in Russian oil production and relatively high world oil prices during the period. 

Russia’s economy is heavily dependent on oil and natural gas exports. According to the 

World Bank, Russia’s oil and gas sector generated about 20 percent of real gross 

domestic product.51 

As mentioned above, Russian crude oil production reached 9.2 million bbl/d in 

2006. Over 70 percent of Russian crude oil production is exported, while the remaining 

30 percent is refined locally.52  The majority of Russia’s oil exports transit via Transneft-

controlled pipelines, but around 300,000 bbl/d of oil is transported via other non-

Transneft-controlled sea routes or via rail. Because of higher world oil prices recently, 

almost 170,000 bbl/d of Russia's oil is transported via railroad. 

 

3.2       Russia’s Foreign Energy Policy under Putin Leadership 

 

Russia under Putin presidency has followed a policy of attempting to control the 

flow of oil and gas from the CCA region by using the landlocked status of Central Asian 

nations as leverage. 

 

                                                 
51 Charles E.Ziegler & Henry B. Lyon, “The Politics of Nuclear Waste in Russia”, Problems of Post 
Communism, 49,4 (July/August,2002): p. 38. 
52 Energy Information Administration: Official Energy Statistics from the US Government, (April 2007), 
Country Analysis Briefs :Russia , Available at: http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/cabs/Russia/Oil_exports.html 
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President Putin made clear that power politics would not be the driving force of 

Russian policy and there would be no link between energy and foreign relations.53 In 

other words, Russia doesn’t link its energy policy with political cooperation with its 

partners.   

Russia, under Putin presidency, started to give more importance to the CCA 

region. In particular, Putin asserted that Russian authorities needed to do more to 

strengthen the position of Russian energy companies in the region. 

Putin appointed Viktor Kaliuzhny, a former energy minister, as a special 

representative of the president on Caspian issues, and visited several states in the region 

to urge more Russian involvement in energy development. In July 2000, Lukoil, Yukos, 

and Gazprom formed the Caspian Oil Company to develop new oil and gas fields on both 

the Russian part of the shelf and in neighboring states. Furthermore, construction of the 

Caspian Petroleum Consortium (CPC), involving a total capital investment of $3.5 billion, 

is the biggest single foreign investment project in Russia.54 CPC was built between May 

1999 and October 2001. The pipeline starts at Tengizchevroil facility in Kazakhstan and 

running north of the Caspian Sea, passing southern Russian, and terminating in 

Novorossiyesk on the Black Sea. It is a complex multinational project, created by three 

governments- Russian, Kazakhstan and Omani- and ten companies.55 

Russia under Putin leadership has been experiencing a policy which is different 

from the former authorities had before. Re-nationalization of Russia’s energy resources 

                                                 
53 “Putin says no link between energy and foreign policy”, Russian News and Information Agency, (31 May 
2007), Available at: [http://en.rian.ru/world/20070531/66426690.html] 
54 Richard Auty & Indra de Soysa eds., Energy, Wealth and Governance in the Caucasus and Central Asia, 

London: Routledge, Charles E. Ziegler, China, Russia and Energy in the CCA region and East Asia, 
London& New York: RoutledgeCurzon, 2006), p.237. 

55 The companies that owned the field are ChevronTexaco, Kazmunaigaz, ExxonMobil and LuArco. 
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and companies is one of the primary goals of the Russian President. The leadership of the 

Gazprom Company was replaced to increase its subordination to the state. In the oil 

industry, the state owned Rosneft Oil Company was strengthened by the incorporation of 

Khodorkovsky’s oil company Yuganskneftegaz. In September 2005, Russia's largest 

corporate takeover occurred when Gazprom bought 72.663% of Sibneft's shares for US$ 

13.01 billion. Later Sibneft was renamed Gazprom Neft. A possible change to a less 

aggressive policy was hinted at when President Putin announced on January 31, 2006, 

that Russia will not seek control of more oil companies.56 However, the Duma voted to 

give Gazprom the exclusive right to export natural gas.57 

Putin, during his presidency, indicated a willingness to take a more diplomatic, 

multilateral approach to the region, and he was quick to emphasize the interests that 

Russia shares with other states in the region: combating terrorism and Islamic 

fundamentalism, controlling the narcotics trade, improving border security, and 

enhancing economic development and integration.58 

 

3.3  Energy Trade Relations between Russia and Central Asian States 

 

After the break up of the Soviet Union in 1991, trade and transit of former Soviet 

energy resources turned out to be at the top of the Russian agenda. In 1995,  Kazakhstan 

and Belarus joined Russia in a Commenwealth of Independent States Customs Union; 

                                                 
56 “Putin: Private Oil Companies to Remain Private,” FSU Oil & Gas Monitor,( 1 February 2006). 
57 Tobias Buck and Neil Buckley, “Russian Parliament votes Backs Gazprom Export Monopoly”, Financial 
Times,(16 June 2006), A8. 
58 Richard Auty & Indra de Soysa eds., p.240. 
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Kyrgzstan joined in 1996 and Tajikistan followed in 1998.59 Russia continues to exercise 

significant influence but on a lower level than before. At the same time, Central Asian 

countries started to have close relations with Asian and Western states. 

Russia believes that, Russian withdrawal would create a vacuum on former Soviet 

territory, which would rapidly filled by external states which Russia sees as a threat to 

Russian national and strategic interest. However, Russia has a strong card like having the 

monopoly of the pipeline system for oil and gas exports. Kazakh oil and gas and 

Turkmen gas had to pass through Russian pipeline infrastructure and territory in order to 

reach other markets. But, recently Russia has been challenged by the powers like China 

and the United States who are willing to create new alternative routes that would bypass 

Russia. 

 

3.3.1  Energy-Trade Relations between Russia and Kazakhstan  

 

Since Caspian Sea is very famous with its rich energy resources it has remained 

an attractive area for investment by international oil companies. The interplay of all these 

interest groups has transformed the exploitation the Caspian Sea oil resources from a 

regional concern into an international concern.  

The problem of Caspian Sea and Caspian oil are the two determinants of the 

relations between Kazakhstan and Russia. Because the Caspian Sea is landlocked, the 

transportation of oil and gas always placed the top interests of the states around the 

region. During the Soviet era, oil exports from the Caspian Sea region were routed 

                                                 
59 Roy Allison &Lena Johnson eds. (2001), Central Asian Security: The New International Context, 
(London/Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution Press, 2000), p. 101. 
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through Russia. Now there are independent states that are willing to increase their own 

oil production and to diversify their export options. 

 

  

 Figure 8. Map of the Caspian Sea Region 

 

Technically, the Caspian Sea is the world's largest lake – or a salt sea, about one-

third as salty as sea water. For Iran, Russia, and as well as Turkmenistan,  the Caspian is 

a lake. For Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan, the Caspian is a sea. If the Caspian is considered 

a lake, it is to be divided equally among the five states. If it is a sea, each country should 

receive territorial waters according to its coastline. 

In the Caspian Region, there are some Russian interests that must be protected: 
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• Geo-strategic interests: Russia wants to remain strong in the area and be able to 

control over the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), thereby ensuring 

the security of its southern flank.  

• Economic interests: Russia wants to ensure that cash flows in the form of 

Western capital will continue from Central Asian and Siberian oil fields, and that 

cash flows are not be redirected out of Russia and into the Caspian region. Russia 

can compete on a level playing field with Kazakhstan and other Caspian oil 

investors with the proper Production Sharing Agreement (PSA) legislation in 

place. 

The Caspian Pipeline Consortium (CPC) was formed by Russia, Kazakhstan and 

Oman in 1992 in order to build a pipeline to transport oil from the Caspian Region to 

Black Sea. CPC serves as the main export route for oil produced in the Caspian Sea 

region. The CPC is currently the largest operating investment project with foreign 

participation in the former Soviet Union outside of Russia. Called the "project of the 

century,” CPC is a $4 billion project and is one of the largest foreign investment projects 

in Russia.60 . The pipeline transported approximately 611 kb/d of crude oil in 2005 and 

currently has the capacity to handle up to 650 kb/d. The CPC plans to expand this 

capacity to over 1,340 kb/d by 2009.61 Rosneft has been supplying the CPC with oil since 

December 2004.  In 2005, 56,700 barrels of oil daily was collectively delivered to the 

CPC by Rosneft enterprises (Yuganskneftegaz, Purneftegaz and Grozneftegaz), 
                                                 
60 Rosneft official webpage:      
http://www.rosneft.com/Downstream/exports/LoadingTerminals/Caspian_Pipeline_Consortium/ 

61 Rosneft official webpage: 
http://www.rosneft.com/Downstream/exports/LoadingTerminals/Caspian_Pipeline_Consortium/  
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representing nearly 50% of Russian volumes transiting the CPC system and just over 9% 

of the overall total.62 

The multinational ownership interest in CPC is as follows:63 

 Russia - 24%  

 Kazakhstan - 19%  

 Oman - 7%  

 Chevron Caspian Pipeline Consortium Co. - 15%  

 LUKARCO B.V. – 12.5%  

 Mobil Caspian Pipeline Co. – 7.5%  

 Rosneft – Shell Caspian Ventures Ltd. – 7.5%  

 Agip International (N.A.) N.V. - 2%  

 Oryx Caspian Pipeline LLC – 1.75%  

 BG Overseas Holdings Ltd. - 2%  

 Kazakhstan Pipeline Ventures LLC – 1.75%  

                                                 
62 Rosneft official webpage: 
http://www.rosneft.com/Downstream/exports/LoadingTerminals/Caspian_Pipeline_Consortium/  

63 Chevron official webpage, Press Releases, CPC Starts Transportation of Russian Oil, (9 November 
2004), Available at: http://www.chevron.com/news/press/2004/2004-11-09_2.asp  
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                Figure 9. The multinational ownership interest in CPC 

  

  

Caspian Pipeline Consortium, a 1,500 kilometer crude oil pipeline system 

dedicated to transporting oil from the Tengiz oil field in western Kazakhstan to Russia's 

Black Sea coast Novorossisk. This is the most significant transport project between 

Kazakhstan and Russia, which began construction in September 2001. 

This pipeline will strengthen international energy security by adding more than a      
million barrels of oil a day to global supply, and by creating new jobs and billions 
of dollars in revenues," — U.S. Secretary of Energy Spencer Abraham, 27 
November 2001, Novorossiysk, Russia64 

 
In June 2002, Kazakhstan and Russia signed a 15-year oil transit agreement under 

which Kazakhstan will export at least 350,000 barrel per day (b/d) of oil annually via 

                                                 
64 Case Studies: Caspian Pipeline Consortium, The PBN Company web page: 
http://www.pbnco.com/eng/clients/cpc/index.php. 
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Russia, in addition to flows via the Caspian Pipeline Consortium (CPC) from Tengiz to 

Novorossiisk. 

Today, Russia is Kazakhstan's primary export outlet, with Kazakh oil transiting 

Russia via Kazakhstan's three export pipelines, by barge, and by rail en route to world 

markets. Kazakhstan exports its oil via the Atyrau-Samara pipeline, which links to 

Russia's pipeline system, via the Kenkyak-Orsk pipeline, which transports oil to a 

Russian refinery in Orsk, and via the new CPC export pipeline from Kazakhstan's Tengiz 

oil field to Russia's Black Sea terminal at the port of Novorossiisk. As mentioned above, 

The CPC pipeline is Kazakhstan's first direct export route to world markets. 

Natural Gas Export Options 

Although Kazakhstan is currently a net importer of natural gas, with the expected 

increase in the country's natural gas production, Kazakh officials project that the 

country's natural gas exports could reach 1.2 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) per year by 2015.65 

However, Kazakhstan suffers from a lack of export infrastructure since there is no link 

between natural gas–producing areas and internal pipeline networks. Therefore, the 

options of Kazakhstan are so limited: either negotiate to export via the Russian natural 

gas pipeline system or develop new ways.  

In June 2002, Kazakhstan’s Kazmunaigaz and Russia’s natural gas monopoly 

Gazprom set up the joint venture Kazrosgaz, which will start by transporting 124 billion 

cubic feet (Bcf) of natural gas through the Russian pipeline system with volumes rising as 

                                                 
65 “Kazakhstan: Oil and Natural Gas Exports”, Energy Information Administration,( July 2002), Available 
at:  www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/cabs/kazaexpo.html. 
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Kazakh natural gas production increases.66 With this contract, Kazakhstan who had to sell 

its natural gas on the border with Russia, is allowed to access to the Russian pipeline 

system. 

In 2004, another major contract is signed between Gazprom, Orenburggazprom 

and the Karachaganak partners to process 7-8.5 Bcm of Karachaganak gas per year at the 

Orenburg plant in Russia. In 2004, the CEO of Gazprom and Kazakh energy minister 

agreed that future gas development required the expansion of the capacity of the 

Orenburg plant to 15 Bcm/year.67 In 2005, Gazprom and Kazmunaigaz created a joint 

venture to implement that capacity expansion and signed a long-term transportation 

contract for Central Asian gas through the Kazakh network.68 

3.3.2 Energy Trade Relations between Russia and Turkmenistan 

Vitally important natural resources and historical relationships keep Russia and 

Turkmenistan together, even after the break up of the Soviet Union. Turkmenistan has 

about 2.1 trillion cubic meters in reserves, amounting to 1.2 percent of the world reserves 

and making it the state with the 13th largest natural gas reserves in the world.69 In 2002, 

Turkmengas and Turkmenneft produced 71 billion cubic meters of gas and Turkmen 

citizens and industries used only 21 percent of it, leaving nearly 80 percent for export.70 

                                                 
66 Ibid. 
67 Jonathan P. Stern, The Future of Russian Gas and Gazprom, (New York: Oxford Institute for Energy 
Studies,2005), p.80.  
68 Ibid. p. 81 
69 Kathleen J Hancock, p.70. 
70 Ibid., p.70. 
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Since natural gas is ought to become the fastest growing energy components in 

the world, the importance of Turkmenistan is getting greater than before. The US projects 

natural gas consumption will increase by about 2.3 percent annually until 2025, compared 

to 1.9 percent and 2.0 percent for coal and oil, respectively.71 

However, even after the collapse of the Soviet Union, Turkmenistan has not 

stopped its dependence on Russia. Turkmenistan depends almost completely on Russian-

owned pipelines to move its product to the market. Today, Gazprom-owned pipelines 

deliver Turkmenistan gas to Russia and Ukraine. It means that, delivering of 

Turkmenistan gas to the markets in the hands of Russia’s Gazprom. Therefore, when 

Gazprom pipeline capacity cannot handle all the exports, then Gazprom product will be 

favored over that of Turkmenistan. In 1991-92, Russia refused to transfer 9 billion cubic 

meters of Turkmen gas to Azerbaijan, claiming that it lacked the capacity to carry this 

additional amount.72 In order to provide its own growth, Turkmenistan must find new 

export routes. 

 

 

 
 
 

                                                 
71Kathleen J Hancock, p.70. 
72 Ibid.,p.70. 
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Existed Pipelines between Russia and Turkmenistan 

The Central Asia-Centre gas pipeline is a Gazprom controlled natural gas pipeline, 

which runs from Turkmenistan via Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan to Russia and further to 

Europe.  

Last year (2006), Alexander Ryazanov, deputy chairman of Gazprom, said at the 

international conference ‘Silk Road of 21st century: role of oil and gas sector in 

integration of Central Asian states’: 

Gazprom is ready to expand capacity of the pipeline, but Turkmenistan needs to 
confirm its reserves and Gazprom and Uzbekistan should sign product sharing 
agreement on deposits in Ustyurt (Karakalpakstan). Uzbekneftegaz carried out 
measures to expand capacity of the pipeline to 50 billion cubic metres. This will 
allow producing 8-9 billion cubic gas per year and exporting them to Russia and 
further Europe.73 

 

 Furthermore, last month (May 2007) Russia, Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan came 

together to build a gas pipeline from the Caspian shore to Russia. It has been perceived as 

a Russian victory over the West because this agreement puts paid to a projected 

alternative route, the Trans-Caspian Gas Pipeline which would transport the natural gas 

from Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan to Central Europe, bypassing Russia. 

 There is no doubt that, with this agreement Russia would strengthen its influence 

over the region and control the bulk of Central Asian energy exports. This is regarded as 

a victory for Moscow over US and European plans for the region. 

                                                 
73 “Gazprom to Expand Capacity of  Central Asia-Centre Gas Pipeline”, ( 18 May 2006),Tashkent, 
Available at Oil and Gas Uzbekistan Official Website: 
http://www.oilgas.uz/en/2006/news_items/Gazprom_expand/  
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 However, Russia’s growing influence on the country’s gas exports and pricing 

made the late Turkmen President Saparmurat Niyazov and his successor 

Berdymuhammedov to be much more interested in alternative routes. At a press 

conference held after the trilateral summit in Turkmenbashi, President 

Berdymuhammedov also said the TCGP is still on the agenda. "Diversification of gas 

distribution is taking place throughout the entire world, so this matter could still be 

examined," he said.74 The head of the state-owned Turkmengas company, Yashygeldy 

Kakaev, said the country was interested in diversifying its export routes, and cited the 

TCGP as one possible option.75  

Last year, Turkmenistan succeeded in getting Gazprom to agree to a price hike to 

US$100 per 1,000 cubic meter – but the Russian firm still sells the gas on at a markup of 

around 100 percent, and there is little the Turkmen can do about it.76  

Up to now, Turkmenistan has pursued some proposed pipelines. The most 

significant one is, as mentioned above, Trans-Caspian Gas Pipeline (TCGP) which has 

been lobbied by the European Union. TCGP would be an extension of South Caucasus 

Pipeline and  laid under the Caspian Sea to Azerbaijan and would not go through Russian 

territory. If constructed, the TCGP pipeline would bypass Russia and take Turkmen and 

possibly Kazak gas across the Caspian to feed into existing transit routes to Turkey. 

                                                 
74 Abdujalil Abdurasulov, Turkmenistan: Multiple Gas Pipelines Still Possible, (24 May 2007) 
 Available at:   http://www.ens-newswire.com/ens/may2007/2007-05-24-02.asp 
 
75 Abdujalil Abdurasulov, Turkmenistan: Multiple Gas Pipelines Still Possible, (24 May 2007) 
  Available at: http://www.ens-newswire.com/ens/may2007/2007-05-24-02.asp 
 
76 Abdujalil Abdurasulov, Turkmenistan: Multiple Gas Pipelines Still Possible, (24 May 2007)  
Available at:  http://www.ens-newswire.com/ens/may2007/2007-05-24-02.asp 
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Despite the latest success of Russia in terms of building a new pipeline from Caspian 

shore to Russia, there is still chance for the construction of new routes. John Roberts, an 

energy security specialist with Platts Energy Services and Jonathna Stern, director of gas 

research at the Oxford Institute for Energy Studies, are sharing the same idea by saying 

that while the Russian-Kazak-Turkmen agreement is an important development, it does 

not signal the end of other proposed pipelines. 77 

3.4   China’s Competition  and Cooperation with Russia and the US on Energy    

Issues in Central Asia 

 

  Despite not becoming a net importer of energy until 1993, China is now the 

world’s second largest energy consumer after the United States.  In order to sustain its 

growing economy which is at some 9 percent a year since 1978, China needs energy. 

Today, some 30 percent of its oil consumption relies on imports and this proportion is 

estimated to increase to 70 percent by 2020.78 At present, nearly 60 percent of China’s 

energy imports come from the Middle East states. If these trends persist, by 2010 the 

Middle East will supply more than three-quarters of China’s crude oil imports.79  In order 

to provide the national energy security, China has been seeking alternative energy 

sources. Therefore, neighboring energy-rich Central Asian states look like the most 

convenient energy reserves for China. However, China is not the only state who has 

economic interests over the region. Especially after September 11, growing involvement 

of the US in Central Asia allow us to talk about trilateral relations of three big powers: 

                                                 
77Abdujalil Abdurasulov, Turkmenistan: Multiple Gas Pipelines Still Possible, 24 May 2007, Almaty, 
Available at:  http://www.ens-newswire.com/ens/may2007/2007-05-24-02.asp  
78 “China’s Mineral Resources Shortage Endangers Its National Security”, Phoenix TV, 13 January 2003. 
79 “Fueling China’s Growth”, New York Times, 24 December 2000. 
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China, Russia and the United States. Today, the present situation of the Central Asia is 

greatly affected by their Central Asia policies.  

  The relations between China and Russia have developed after the disintegration of 

the Soviet Union. In 1996, at the China-Russia summit, the two countries built their 

strategic partnership aimed at the 21st century. The Sino- Russian Good Neighborly 

Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation, signed in July 2001, raised bilateral ties. The 

treaty contains commitments to renounce the use or threat of the use of force in Sino-

Russian relations; to maintain close bilateral contacts and consultations on security issues; 

and to cooperate in the fields of science and technology, energy, transport, nuclear power, 

aviation and space, military technology, etc.  

  Russian President Putin has said that Russia and China know each other’s history 

and culture very well, and that the two countries have possibility to maintain good 

relations and achieve mutually beneficial cooperation.80  The establishment of Shanghai 

Cooperation Organization (SCO) in 2001, has become a good sign of security 

cooperation between two powers. The SCO is the world’s only regional security 

organization without the US participation. This situation makes the US have some 

suspicious and negative attitude towards the SCO.  

  In terms of the trade relations, Sino-Russian trade has also grown rapidly, at a rate 

of 30 percent per year. From Russia side, its trade with China is bigger than with the 

USA. 

 

                                                 
80 Ren Donfeng (2003), The Central Asia policies of China, Russia and the USA, and the Shanghai 
Cooperation Organization process: a view from China, (Stockholm: International Peace Research Institute, 
2003), p.11. 
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  Since energy issue is the primary problem that each country is facing, China 

reached consensus with Russia to build an oil transmission pipeline from Angarsk in 

eastern Siberia to Daqing in northeastern China in 2001. At the late May 2003 summit, 

China’s National Petroleum Company (CNPC) and Russia’s Yukos (Corporation) 

finalized a preliminary agreement that had been in the process for several years. Under 

this agreement, Yukos promised to ship about 5 billion barrels of oil to CNPC facilities in 

northeast China.81  The oil was to be transported by a 2400-km pipeline connecting 

Angarsk in eastern Siberia to the Chinese petroleum complex of Daqing in Heilongjiang 

Province. According to this agreement, Russia’s state owned oil pipeline monopoly, 

Transneft would cover the construction cost of the Russian part of the pipeline (estimated 

at US $1.8 billion). 82 However, in late March 2004, Transneft proclaimed that it would 

change the route of oil transmission pipeline from Angarsk-Daqing to Taishet-Nakhodka 

on Russia’s Sea of Japan Coast.  

  Russia has chosen the way which is in favor of the Angarsk-Nakhodka pipeline 

rather than the Taishet-Daqing pipeline for the following reasons; first of all, Nakhodka 

pipeline is the less risky investment option because a Japanese government development 

bank has offered to extend Transneft a soft loan to cover the complete construction cost 

of the pipeline. The same bank has also offered the Russian state and Russian crude oil 

exporters additional funding dedicated to the development of unexploited and 

undiscovered petroleum fields in eastern Siberia, near Lake Baikal. From the Kremlin 

side, it is believed that new petroleum exploration and recovery efforts in the Lake Baikal 

area makes the Angarsk- Nakhodka pipeline financially preferable to the cheaper 

                                                 
81 “Pipeline will move Siberian crude oil to China”, Oil and Gas Journal, (2 June 2000), p.75. 
82 John Helmer, “Kremlin Decides Russia pipeline on New Terms”, Asia Times Online, (4 March 2003), 
Available at: http://www.atimes.com/atimes/Central _Asia/EC04Ag01.html  
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Angarsk Daqing pipeline.83 Secondly, Moscow could control the entire line and directly 

export crude oil to Japan, South Korea and, most importantly, to the world's biggest 

energy user the United States. However in October 2004, Russia has said it plans to build 

a Siberian oil pipeline to the Sea of Japan that will branch off to China's northeast region. 

The 4,100-km trans-Siberian pipeline will have the capacity to carry 80 million tonnes of 

crude a year, with 30 million tonnes going to China and 50 million tonnes to be shipped 

from Russia's Pacific coast to Japan and other Asian buyers. It seems that, Russia doesn’t 

want to lose such a lucrative big market. As the former Russian Prime Minister Mikhail 

Kasyanov said that cooperation in oil and natural gas was a priority in economic 

cooperation between Russia and China.84  

Besides that, Russia and China have common strategic interests under the SCO. 

Both sides’ aim is to fight against terrorist forces and promote stability in the region, and 

to strengthen their political and economic relations with the Central Asian countries. But 

at the same time, while China wants to enhance energy cooperation with the Central 

Asian countries, Russia is willing to regain its influence in Central Asia with the help of 

China, since Russia has identified China as a partner who is capable of helping it to 

sustain its influence in the region.85 Although, Sino-Russia relations have been raised to a 

high level, there are some competitive elements of differences that exist in their 

relationship. The newly operational Kazakh-China oil pipeline is not welcomed by Russia 

when in May 2004, Kazakhstan and China have signed a deal to build a 1,240-km oil 

pipeline from Kazakhstan (Atasu) to the Chinese border Druzhba which began delivering 

                                                 
83 John Gulick, The Regional and Global Geopolitics of Russo-Chinese Crude Oil Transport, (25 April 
2004), p.20. 
84 Ren Dongfeng, p.12. 
85 Ibid,p.17. 
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oil in May 2006. This pipeline has been seen by Russian side as a competitor against the 

never built but long talked about oil pipeline from Russia’s Siberia to China’s northeast. 

By establishing energy ties with Kazakhstan, it is clear that China has been irritated by 

the uncertainties involved in Russia-China pipeline and wanted to avoid energy 

dependency on Russia.  Conflicting interests particularly come from the issues of energy 

exploration and transportation which is of major strategic importance to both. Russia tries 

to control over energy resources and its transportation networks while China is seeking 

for equity shares in energy resources and pipelines. Kremlin has been having a negative 

policy on the issue of China’s access to energy resources. In addition, Russian Duma has 

expressed its discontent with the energy concessions given to China. For example, 

Russian Duma had blocked the sale of Slavneft to CNPC in 2002. This was a deal that 

Putin largely agreed to but later was forced to reconsider because of parliamentary 

opposition.86 In addition to that, when Yukos and CNPC have expressed that, Yukos 

would be responsible for the construction of the pipeline and would own it and collect 

fees from the passage of crude oil through it, Kremlin and Energy Ministry took a more 

aggressive stand by claiming that they did not want a single huge private sector having 

super profits from cheaply selling-off Russia’s natural resource wealth. 87   As such, 

Moscow has strongly opposed Beijing’s attempts to become a shareholder in Russia’s 

energy industry.  

However, today Russia is in dire need of foreign investments to maintain its own 

energy infrastructure and explore new energy discoveries. As revealed Russia’s Energy 

Strategy 2001-2020, there is a need for around 450-600 billion euros to be invested in an 

                                                 
86 “Anti China Sentiment Plays Into Duma Vote”, Strategic Forecasting, (16 December 2002), Available at: 
http://www.stratfor.com/products/premium/read_article.php?id=208366.  
87 John Gulick, p. 13. 
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ageing capital stock and in order to realize the projected growth of 4 to 5 percent.88  Even 

though the position of Duma with regard to centralization of energy policy, it was 

announced that Rosneft joined China Petroleum and Chemical Corporation Sinopec to 

participate in a tender to buy Russian oil company’s TNK-BP’s 96,9 percent share of 

OJSC Udmurtneft. The deal is significant in the sense that it is the first time Beijing gets 

to be a shareholder of assets in Russia’s oil industry without the Kremlin’s interference.89  

Considering the centralization of Russia’s energy assets that has occurred in recent years, 

this agreement between Rosneft and the China Petroleum & Chemical Cooperation 

(Sinopec) to explore the oil resources in the Russian republic of Udmurtia was a 

surprising event for the rest of the world.  So, What could be the reason behind this 

policy-shift in the Russian side? 

Answer of this question lies behind the current interests of each party. China, as a 

result of its rapid economic rise, needs a substantial increase in energy supplies to sustain 

Beijing’s modernization drive. There should be no doubt that in order to sustain its 

economic growth and modernization, security of energy supplies has been one of the 

primary issues that China has been dealing with. Russian energy resources relates to an 

urgent need for energy diversification and to avoid premium added to Middle Eastern 

oil.90 So, Russian energy resources have been vitally important for China side. Russia is 

mostly interested in China’s attractive big market and growing economy which goes 

along with its modernization drive. Today, more than anything else, Russia needs hard 

                                                 
88 EC Delegation to Russia,. “Energy”, The European Commission’s Delegation to Russia Website, ( May 
2005), Available at: www.delrus.cec.eu.int/en/p_217.htm. 
89 “China’s Sinopec Sign Deal to Buy Russian Oil Co.”, Rosneft, RIA Novosti, (17 
November 2006), Available at http://en.rian.ru/russia/20061117/55732887.html.   
90 Nickolas Norling (2006), “Russia’s Energy Leverage over China and the Sinopec-Rosneft Deal”, China 
and Eurasia Forum Quarterly, Vol.4, No. 4, (2006): 31-38.  
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currency in order to maintain pipelines and explore new oil/gas fields, and oil exports 

provide just that. Russia's energy is the only lever over China. As such, Russia has used 

energy resources as a foreign policy tool. In other words, Russia has persistently used 

energy as leverage against China. So it can be said that, Russia's energy exports to China 

are an important factor in the development of each part’s economy. In that sense, we can 

talk about three main answers to why Russia gives into China’s pressure by opening ways 

for the agreement between Rosneft and Sinopec which relate to commercial 

considerations, an interest in keeping the strategic partnership floating, and improved 

Sino-Russian relations.  

China seems to have realized that the only way to access Russia’s strategic 

interests is to offer substantial cash incentives. And the Russians are much more 

concerned about keeping the energy assets within Russian control while simultaneously 

maintaining a good relationship with China. As such, Russian policy can be summarized 

with these words: ‘Let China provides the financing while Russia maintains the majority 

share.’ 91 The agreement between Rosneft and Sinopec should be seen in the context of 

this. What the agreement means is that Russia and China have found a compromise 

where both can realize short-term rather than long-term gains. Long term-gains for China 

means to be able to control the share over the ownership of wells and pipelines; Russia, 

in turn, wants complete control over its energy industry and retains its near monopoly 

status over Central Asian, Caucasian, and Caspian energy resources. Even though two 

sides have such conflicting interests in the long term, they are all aware of the necessity 

of the compromise between two countries in the short term. As long as neither side wants 
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to jeopardize bilateral relations, cooperation between two countries would be in favor of 

the both sides.  

The agreement should also be seen in context of rapidly improving relations 

between China and Russia since 2003-2004, when Russia started to turn its back towards 

the United States and re-align with China. China and Russia both want the stability in 

Central Asia. There is no doubt that, China needs energy, arms and raw materials in order 

to complete its development and modernization process; while Russia needs hard 

currency and export diversification. Both also have a vested interest in containing Islamic 

radicalism: China in Xinjiang, Russia in the North Caucasus as well as jointly in Central 

Asia through the Shanghai Cooperation Organization. All these interests intersect in the 

Central Asia and Caspian Region. Since the US has also the vital interests over that 

region, the clash of interests with the US is also on the agenda.  

September 11 attacks paved the way for the United States’ involvement into the 

energy rich region ‘Central Asia’. U.S. interests in Central Asia can be summarized in 

three simple words: security, energy, and democracy. A key U.S. national security 

concern is the diversification of energy sources, and the Caspian region is a significant 

alternative for the source of energy.  

 

The United States and the West in general find themselves increasingly dependent 
on the continued stability and development of the Central Eurasian region. The 
United States is heavily invested in Afghanistan, and its engagement there and in 
Central Asian states is a long-term endeavor. The future of this region has a 
considerable bearing on the development of the Global War on Terrorism and in 
general on U.S. security interests in Eurasia; the maintenance of access to airspace 
and territory in the heart of Asia; the development of alternative sources of energy; 
and the furthering of freedom and democratic development.92 
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The US involvement into the region after the September 11 attacks is perceived as 

a big challenge to the China’s efforts to dominate the region. For the moment, relations 

between China and the United States are of critical importance. The US and China are 

now the world’s two biggest oil consumers.  

China’s oil consumption surpassed Japan’s in 2003. It’s now at 6.5 million barrels 

a day.  By 2025, that demand is projected to more than double, to 14.2 million barrels a 

day. United States demand for oil by that same year, 2025, will increase 8.7 million 

barrels a day, a 40 percent increase, almost double, to about 28 million barrels a day.93 

 

Figure 10. Top 10 Oil Consuming Countries, 2005 
Source: DB Market Research, a User Guide to Commodities, 2006 
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September 11, 2001 attacks were seen as a good opportunity for China, who has 

been suffered by Islamic radicalism in Xinjiang. In the wake of September 11 attacks on 

the United States, China has offered strong support from the United States against the 

Uyghur separatist groups in Xinjiang. The war on terrorism likewise presents the US and 

China with a common objective upon which to build greater strategic cooperation.94 The 

US Government, who had kept strong political pressure on the China’s human rights 

issue, declared some separatist organizations in China as international terrorist 

organizations. China responded to this favor by closing its border with Afghanistan and 

sharing intelligence. 

Nevertheless, China’s rapid rise and its increasingly credible challenge to the 

US’s dominant strategic role in the Central Asia make US worried. After the Sept. 11, 

2001 attacks, the United States set up two major Central Asian bases to support military 

operations in Afghanistan. One base was at Manas in Krygyzstan, while the other was in 

Khanabad in Uzbekistan. However, China and Russia had been irritated with US’ 

increasing military presence in Central Asia. At a 2005 summit, the Shanghai 

Cooperative Organization (SCO) — representing China and Russia, as well as the Central 

Asian states of Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan — called for the 

closure of both bases. A short time later, the Uzbek government wanted the U.S. to leave 

Khanabad Military Base, and the US pulled out in November 2005. Today, the Manas 

Air Base in Kyrgyzstan is the only US base in post-Soviet Central Asia since Uzbekistan 

evicted U.S. troops last year.  
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There is a big dilemma in China’s policy against the US presence in Central Asia. 

On the one hand China would prefer to eliminate the Muslim militants and the Uyghur 

supports in Central Asia, on the other hand China doesn’t want the United States to stay 

in the region for several years if the region became destabilize and threatened the US 

interests. The US presence in the region is perceived as something more dangerous than 

the separatist movements in the country, so China’s main aim is concentrated on 

minimizing the US influence in the region. 

While US Military bases in Central Asia serves for securing the West and the US 

from terrorist threats, at the same time they are for enduring the energy security in the 

region. Similar to China, a key US national security is also based on the diversification of 

energy resources and refraining from over reliance on unstable energy sources in the 

Middle East. 

Even though, the production levels of Central Asia countries are not as much as 

that of Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) output95, the region is 

geopolitically and geoeconomically has crucial importance for the United States. What is 

needed in Central Asia is a policy that allows the United States to continue to diversify its 

energy supplies. 

The Central Asian energy resources, concentrated mostly in Kazakhstan and 

Turkmenistan, are the one that the US is much more concerned about.  While the western 

investments have made some inroads into the Central Asian oil sources, the same is not 
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true for the gas sector. It means that, the US has found opportunity to have good relations 

by Kazakhstan but not with Turkmenistan. 

There is no doubt that, it is in the US interest to engage with one of the biggest 

gas producing country Turkmenistan. However, Turkmenistan foreign policy towards the 

US is not as same as that of the US. The leaders of the biggest gas-producing countries—

Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan—are not friendly with the US, and their investment 

climates are similarly unwelcoming.96 

Recently, however, Turkmenistan has pursued a foreign policy which is more 

inclined to China rather than to the United States. On April 3, 2006, the leaders of the two 

countries signed a deal whereby an export pipeline will be built from Turkmenistan to 

China and China will buy 30 bcm of Turkmen gas every year for 30 years beginning in 

2009.97 And in July 2007, China and Turkmenistan signed a gas deal in order to complete 

projected gas pipelines between the two countries as soon as possible 

By contrast, U.S. involvement with Kazakhstan has been successful. Since 

independence, Kazakhstan has received higher levels of foreign direct investment per 

capita than any other Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) country.98 With the 

help of Western oil companies, Kazakhstan has doubled its production to more than a 
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million barrels a day since the collapse of the Soviet Union.99 Kazakhstan’s success in 

attracting foreign direct investment in their oil and gas sectors is due to privatization and 

reform efforts, as well as openness to Western oil majors.100  

While the United States is busy with getting more partners in the region, China is 

also steadily increasing its involvement in the energy sector, as demonstrated by the pur-

chase of the PetroKazakhstan oil company. The construction of the oil pipeline between 

Kazakhstan and China is also another crucial development in the relations between China 

and Kazakhstan. The construction of this pipeline, which runs from Atasu in 

northwestern Kazakhstan to Alashankou in China’s northwestern Xinjiang region, is 

important because it provides Kazakhstan with a non-Russian oil export alternative route 

for the first time.  

Not only is the United States, China is also concerned about the transport routes 

of the oil pipelines. The United States and China both competes with Russia to be able to 

control the transportation routes in Central Asia. Construction of the US-supported Baku-

Tbilisi-Ceyhan Oil Pipeline 101  from Azarbaijan to Turkey has been regarded as a 

succession of the US policy in the region in terms of keeping Russia outside this deal. 

And recently, by supporting Kazakhstan’s accession into the Baku-Tblisi-Ceyhan 

Pipeline the US is becoming influential energy trade partner of Kazakhstan. U.S. and 
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Western firms have been relatively successful in gaining access to Kazakhstan’s oil fields 

in terms of contracts for exploration or refinery, and marketing. 

Kazakhstan’s policy is based upon keeping equal distance to each great powers in 

the region. In other words, Kazakhstan is trying to maintain balance among the great 

powers. First, it tilted away form the United States and allowed several Russian and 

Chinese inroads into strategically important energy extraction sectors. Even went further 

and signed the 2005 SCO anti-American declaration. Indeed, in his State of the Union 

speech of February 18, 2005, he explicitly said: 

 

Today we are witnessing superpower rivalry for economic dominance in our 
region. We have to address correctly this global and geo-economics challenge. 
We have a choice between remaining the supplier of raw materials to the global 
markets and wait [ing] patiently for the emergence of the next imperial master or 
to pursue genuine economic integration of the Central Asian region. I choose the 
latter.102 
 

In the following months, however, Kazakhstan tried to restore equilibrium by 

joining the Baku-Tblisi-Ceyhan pipeline arrangement.  

China and the United States are two great powers now who are worried about 

eachother’s increasing presence in Central Asia. Today, it seems more likely that the 

elements of competition between the US and China is more influential than that of 

cooperation. Even though the ties between China and the United States were strengthened 

after the September 11, 2001 attacks, today China faces a US military presence around its 
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north eastern (the Korean Peninsula), southeastern (the Phillipine Islands, Singapore,  and 

the US military commitment to Taiwan), and its Western (Afghanistan) borders.  

The United States is now facing energy shortcomings and has been investing in 

extracting and exporting Caspian energy supplies to the US. US interests are keen to 

promote the transportation of Caspian oil to the West and not diverted to China. It was 

reported that the Western consortium managing the exploration of Kashagan oilfield 

blocked the attempted $1.2 billion purchase of British Gas’ stake by two Chinese 

companies.103  

In regard to energy policy of each power, the relations with the energy rich 

countries-Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan- is more important than the relations with other 

countries in the region. While Kazakhstan will continue to work with the US on pipeline 

issues, it doesn’t mean that Kazakhstan would forego its balanced policy and would be a 

leader in Central Asia on US behalf against Beijing. 104   On the other side, Close 

cooperation between Turkmenistan and the United States seems to be a more distant goal 

for the Turkmen leader Berdymukhammedov. Turkmenistan and the United States are 

still discussing about the construction of a Trans-Caspian pipeline which would create 

alternative route for gas under the Caspian Sea and bypass the Russian pipeline network.  

Despite the fact that the US has a great deal to offer and that most states in the region 

would prefer to cooperate with US than Russia or China, many states are also aware of 
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the fact that the United States will probably leave and the Chinese will always be present 

due to the geographical proximity and economic interdependence.105 This makes China a 

crucial actor in the region. 

In sum, the energy-based relations between China and the United States have 

elements of both competition and cooperation in Central Asia.  In general term, the USA 

is worried about China’s rise and its possible challenge to the US’ dominant strategic role 

in the region. Although the cooperation between China and the US has been gradually 

strengthened after September 11, competition over the energy affairs is much more 

effective in shaping the relations between two great powers. Strengthening the relations 

with the energy rich Central Asian countries is the primary element that creates the 

competition atmosphere between China and the United States. This doesn’t, however, 

mean that China’s policy will aim to compete with the US in every case. It is important to 

point out that China has no reason or possibility to act aggressively against the United 

States due to its bad finances and weak military organization. In other words, China 

cannot afford to lose opportunities for development through a stand-still in Sino-US 

economic and technical cooperation.106 
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3.5     Russian Competition and Cooperation with the US on Energy Issues in 

Central Asia 

 

After the September 11 events, the US’ influence in Central Asia sharply 

increased. The relations between US and Russia were quite well during the US anti-

terrorism campaign in Afghanistan. Despite Russia’s support for the US-led counter 

terrorism, Russia still views the US military presence in Central Asia as a potential threat 

and geopolitical challenge to Russia. Relating to the US increasing influence in the region, 

since September 11, 2001, accordingly, Russia has taken several security measures: 

reinforcing the Russian forces guarding the external borders of Tajikistan, initiating the 

new CIS Collective Security Treaty Organization Rapid Deployment Force (RDF) and 

then establishing RDF staff permanently stationed in Kyrgyzstan; establishing a military 

base at Kant, Kyrgyzstan in 2003; and proposing closer cooperation with Kazakhstan in 

defending Kazakhstan’s external borders and jointly guarding the Kazakhstan-Russia 

border.107 

 Today, the international system is not as same as that of during the Cold War. 

During the Cold War, bipolarity was more or less clear. It was easy to differentiate 

friends from enemies. The current situation is, however, very different. On the one hand, 

Russia needs the US support on security policy especially in justification of Russia’s 

action in Chechenya, on the other hand Russia has its own interests in the North Caucuses 

and in Central Asia that sometimes conflict with U.S. interests. 
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Since the promotion of energy security in the region is Russia’s and the US’ one 

of the primary goals, energy issue has been regarded as a challenge between Russia and 

the United States.  

Regarding the U.S. involvement in Caspian energy development and engagement 

in the Caucasus and Central Asia, The Caspian Basin itself has become one of the 

principal points of tension in U.S.-Russian relations. While the United States speak of it 

intervention in the region in a positive sense to promote regional stability, Russian 

political commentators speak of  American  “umeshatel’stvo”- negative intervention- to 

constrain Russia.108  

Since approximately 50 percent of Russia’s foreign currency revenues are 

generated by oil and gas sales, the Caspian energy resources play a major role in Russian 

side: Gas from Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan flows into the Russian pipeline system, 

where it supplies the Russian domestic market and supplements Russia's European 

exports.  

Construction of the US-supported Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan Oil Pipeline from 

Azarbaijan to Turkey and bypassing Russia poses a direct competition between Russia 

and the United States. Recently, U.S. policy in the Caspian Basin has promoted multiple 

gas and oil pipelines to world markets to increase export options for regional states and 

keep Russia outside of regional energy development. 

The main issue for Moscow is to control over the export of oil and gas from the 

landlocked Caspian Basin. Moscow is keen to be involved in all of the region's oil and 

gas export pipeline pass through Russian territory for the most part. In terms of energy 
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concepts, Russia is extremely opposed to any intervention by the United States. There is 

no doubt that, Russia's energy resources, and its position as transit country for the energy 

resources of Central Asian states, constitute a source of national wealth and leverage for 

Russia in its region. Despite the US successes such as the ConocoPhillips-Lukoil deal, 

the success of ExxonMobil in Sakhalin-1 in Russia's Far East, and the continued presence 

of U.S. energy services companies in Western Siberia and the Volga-Urals, recent state 

pressure on foreign energy investors have limited the chances for the cooperation. 

In May 2007, the Presidents of Russia, Kazakhstan, and Turkmenistan issued a 

declaration pledging to cooperate on increasing natural gas exports from Central Asia to 

Russia. This agreement is seen as a Russian victory over a Western projected alternative 

route, the Trans-Caspian Gas Pipeline, TCGP which was supposed to be laid under the 

Caspian Sea to Azerbaijan and would not go through Russian territory.  

           The agreement reached by the presidents of Russia, Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan 

is a very important event which is regarded as a big signal to Russian re-domination of 

two biggest energy rich former Soviet republics: Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan. In any 

case, the deal announced is a clear victory for Russia, as it effectively means that 

Turkmen and Kazakh gas will only be exported to Europe via Russia, putting the 

Europeans at the mercy of Russian caprice more than ever before.109 

Turkmenistan, as one of the world's leading natural-gas producers, is the biggest 

gas supplier to Russia.  The two countries recently concluded a 3-year agreement on 

future gas deliveries. Turkmenistan has a very important role in Gazprom’s development. 

Today, what Gazprom is trying to do is to avoid the Western players-especially the 
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United States- from finding efficient diversification routes in the region by controlling 

some key markets like Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan. 

Turkmenistan’s former President Niyazov, though effectively economically 

dependent on Russia due to the gas exports, had declared his country, diplomatically 

"neutral" and minimized Turkmenistan's role in Moscow-backed regional groups like the 

Commonwealth of Independent States. Turkmenistan's new President Kurbanguly 

Berdymukhamedov, however, has been following a policy which is in favor of Russian 

interests rather than the United States. Berdymukhamedov was quoted as saying by 

Russia's Itar-Tass news agency in talks with Russian Prime Minister Mikhail Fradkov:  

“Relations between Russia and Turkmenistan will continue to strengthen in all spheres, 

including the energy, oil and gas and humanitarian sectors.” 110 

Kazakhstan’s policy, as mentioned above, is based upon keeping equal distance to 

each great power in the region, which are the United States, Russia and China. 

Kazakshtan is trying to maintain balance among the great powers by acceding into the 

US-supported Baku-Tblisi-Ceyhan Pipeline and signing an agreement with Russia and 

Turkmenistan to build a new natural gas pipeline from Central Asia to Russia, 

respectively. It is clear that, Kazakhstan doesn’t want to quarrel with any parties. 

In sum, Russian relations with the United States in Central Asia seem more 

competitive than cooperative. Despite the Russian support the US-led war against 

terrorism immediately after the September 11 terrorist attacks, Putin has expressed his 

disappointment at the several issues like an unfinished war in Afghanistan, permanence 

of an airfield in Kyrgyzstan once billed as temporary. All these broken promises and 
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Russia’s increasing state control over natural resources in the region seems to prevent 

two sides to act together in the short term.  
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3.6      Summary and Conclusion 

   

In the 21st century, energy has become a strategic factor in geopolitics. It is a 

major requirement for the economies that are experiencing rapid growth such as the 

economies of China, Russia and the United States. 

Today, China is the second largest consumer of energy and the third largest 

importer of oil.  Russia is among the top ten in proven oil reserves, is the largest exporter 

of natural gas, the second largest oil exporter, and the third largest energy consumer. On 

the other hand the United States is the largest consumer of energy. 

Central Asia is the region with plenty of natural resources which is attractive for 

the world’s energy striving countries. Unstable position of the Middle East region is also 

another factor that increases the importance of Central Asia. 

 The United States, Russia and China are the main players of this ‘New Great 

Game’ in Central Asia. As a result of their increasing energy demand, three big powers 

are willing to have influence in the region. While Russia has been trying to re-get its 

control over Central Asia region, China and the United States are trying to diversify their 

energy market: from Middle East market to Central Asia. 

Today, Russia’s relations with resource-rich Central Asian States-Kazakhstan & 

Turkmenistan- seem to be getting more cooperative. In May 2007, three states-

Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan and Russia- came together and signed an agreement to build a 

gas pipeline from the Caspian shore to Russia. This agreement is not welcomed by 

Western Powers since the agreement prevents the deployment of a projected alternative 

route, Trans-Caspian Gas Pipeline which would transport the natural gas from 
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Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan to Central Europe, bypassing Russia. Increasing coziness 

between Russia and resource-rich Central Asian States can be seen as a good signal of the 

Russian victory over the Western Powers, but is this coziness will lead to a long term 

cooperation among three states-Russia, Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan? 

It seems more likely that, Kazakhstan has been playing a very pragmatic foreign-

policy. It means that, there is nothing to do with Kazakhstan’s policy to lean on one of 

these states-Russia, China and the US who has been struggling for influence in Central 

Asia. As Eurasia expert at Jane's strategic publishing group, Matthew Clements, said 

“Kazakhstan has engaged all these countries and the recent deal with Russia is a clear 

statement that he is going to take whatever offer suits him best."111 

Turkmenistan under new president, Berdymukhamedov, has been following a 

policy which is more pro-Russian, contrary to the former President Niyazov’s ‘Escaping 

Russia’ policy. But it doesn’t mean that, Turkmenistan puts certain obstacles to its 

relations with the Western states and China. The most important thing about 

Turkmenistan’s energy policy is that the country is interested in diversifying its export 

routes. Turkmenistan is trying to lessen the Russian influence over the country by signing 

agreements with China to build natural gas –pipelines from Turkmenistan to China and 

for the exploration of the natural gas field in Turkmenistan. But since, Turkmenistan 

depends almost completely on Russian-owned pipelines to move its product to market; it 

doesn’t seem to be easy for Turkmen leader to shift its foreign energy policy away from 

Russia. 
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 Since China is not the only state who has economic interests in the region, 

China’s energy policy in Central Asia cannot be analyzed without taking into account its 

relations with the other states -Russia and the US-. So how are the relations between 

China and Russia, China and the United States, Russia and the United States? 

The most important development is realized when Russia and China agreed to 

build an oil transmission pipeline from Angarsk in eastern Siberia to Daqing in 

northeastern China in 2001. However, this projected pipeline is interrupted after Russia 

changed the route of oil transmission pipeline from Angarsk-Daqing to Taishet- 

Nakhodka which is in Japan’s favor. Irradiated by uncertainties involved in the Russia-

China pipeline, the Chinese government decided to put the Kazak-China pipeline in the 

front side. After this agreement between Kazakhstan and China, Russia is alarmed by the 

possibility of losing its oil market to Kazakhstan. After all, Russian President Putin 

declared that Russia is planning to build a Siberian oil pipeline to the Sea of Japan that 

will branch off to China's northeast region. 

China, as a big market, is a necessity for Russia to maintain its own energy 

infrastructure and explore new energy resources and Russia, as a big energy supplier is a 

necessity for a fast-growing energy-hungry economy, China. In other words, China needs 

energy, arms and raw materials in order to complete its development and modernization 

process; while Russia needs hard currency and export diversification. So it can be said 

that, there is a mutual benefit in this cooperative-relationship. But still Russia’s ability to 

control the transportation routes in Central Asia creates competition between two states. 
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There is a big dilemma in China’s policy against the US presence in Central Asia. 

On the one hand China would prefer to eliminate the Muslim militants and the Uyghur 

supports in Central Asia, on the other hand China doesn’t want the United States to stay 

in the region for several years. However, The US presence in the region is perceived as 

something more dangerous than the separatist movements in the country, since the US 

and China both are concerned about the transport routes of the oil pipelines. Therefore, 

China’s aim is concentrated on minimizing the US influence in the region. This doesn’t, 

however, mean that China’s policy will aim to compete with the US in every case. It is 

important to point out that China has no reason or possibility to act aggressively against 

the United States due to its bad finances and weak military organization. 

Russian relations with the United States in Central Asia seem more competitive 

than cooperative. First of all, construction of the US-supported Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan Oil 

Pipeline from Azarbaijan to Turkey and bypassing Russia poses a direct competition 

between Russia and the United States. Secondly, while Moscow is to control over the 

export of oil and gas from the landlocked Caspian Basin, the US is to promote multiple 

gas and oil pipelines in Caspian Basin to world markets to increase export options for 

regional states and keep Russia outside of regional energy development. In order to 

blockade US main goal (keep Russia outside) in the region, Russia has been entering into 

the deals with energy-rich Central Asian states: Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan. The 

agreement reached by the presidents of Russia, Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan is Russian 

recent victory over the United States.  Furthermore, Russia and Turkmenistan recently 

signed a 3-year agreement on future gas deliveries which would make Russia feel 

protagonist in this play. 


